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PREFACE

This report of the Petroleum Task Force is an
attempt tosummarize_the discussions_ during, the
2-day meeting in Washington, D. November 9 and
10, 1978. It is-not Intended to- be a comprehensive
document but rather to provide a brief overview of
the manpower need and the training opportunities
available. The statements and conclusions presented
herein are not necessarily the unanimous opinion of
the individuals serving on the Task Force. The paper
is an attempt to provide a brief group consensus of
the topics-and issue presented:- It is expected tht.t
these topict will be amplified at the Education,
BuSiness and Labor Affairs conference to be held in
Washington, D. C., on January 15716-17, 1979.

The contents of this paper are predicated on
the premise that although petroleum. is a limited
energy resource that the country, of necessity,
continue to rely on the petroleum industry to meet
a large portion of its energy needs for the fOre-
seeable future. A well trained work force it
essential to the viabilityof the petroleum industry
in its effort to help produce the products necessary
to meet the needs of society.
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In April 1977, President Jimmy Carter said in a televised

message to the American people.

"The energy crisis has not yet c 'erwhelmed us,

but it will if we do not act quickly... By

acting now we can control our future instead

letting the futiwe control us... This diWcult

effort .wTI be the moral equivaleot of war except

that we will -b -uniting-our efforts to build and

not-destroy... .

We have lived through an era of cheap energy. As recent as

1973, foreign oil was a little over $3.00 a barrel. This cheap

foreign oil coupledw with domestic production served to give .us a

false sense of security. The American people' are now aware of the

fact that the day of cheap energy and unlimited supply is gone.

We are, therefore, engaged in a.major national effort, to maximize

the efficient use of the energy resources available as well as the

development of the technology to maximize the development and pro-

duction of our energy resources. It is not surprising that a part

of this effort is directed toward the development of the technical

competence of the-manpower engaged in the energy field. The tech-

nology in the petroleum resources has changed the industry from

one that utilized mules and men "off the street" as the major source

of labor in drilling, producing, and transporting petroleum products.

The industry now utilizes more sophisticated equipment in geographic

and climatic areas that would have been deeMed impossible a few years

ago.



AccOmpanying these more difficult conditions and the in-

creased technical sophistication has come a dramatic increase

in the cost of exploration, drilling, production, refining, and

distribution and marketing. The cost of drilling alone has

tripled in the period from 1967 through 1977. When oil was

easy to find at shallow depths if a well were ruined due-to a

technical error, the oil company could move over one location

and drill another hole. With todo's deeper wells and more

difficult drilling conditions. technical errors can cause serious

damage to the environment, as well as the loss of-so many million

dollars, as a result of a well failure. As the risk of finding

oil, the risk of environmental impact, the cost and the sophis-:

tication.of technology_increases, the need for competent,

adequately trained manpower becomes increasingly important to

the petroleum industry.

MANPOWER NEED

The need for trained manpower in the petroleum industry is

dependent upon the stability of the industry. Within the last 10

years, manpower need has tended to fluctuate with the price paid

for oil and gas. When prices have increased,. the oil and gas in-

dustry has been able to expand their employment of trained manpower.

Manpower need figures for the industry are imprecise and are narrow

in scope. The Task force was not able to identify any source of



national figures for the total industry. Some figures are

available for particular basins and, also,'for some specific

aspect of the petroleum industry. Apparently, no agency has

looked at the total manpower need for the petroleum industry.

When manpower figures are given, they are couched in reservations

regardir g Department of Energy policies and regulations, and the

price of oil and gas.

In the immediate future it appears Oat there is going to be

an increased need, for-manpower for-drilling and renovation wcyk.

The number of rotary drilling units operating in the U.S.. increased

froul,700 in 1977, to 2-,356 in 1978. A:sumino a crew size of

approximate!'y 24, of which approximately in 15 positions, would

involve 2-y technician graduates, this increase.in rotary

drillirj _ alone would create approximately 1,000 jobs for

2-year cr3d,..,a-4e5

TECHNICAL JOBS AVAILABLE IN THE FIELD OF PETROLEUM ENERGY

Numerixs jobs and pos'. *,ins are availlble today in the field

of petroleum energy. Th9s terhnica ; jobs encompass four major

categories-of the petroleum industr: (1) production and exploration,

(2) refining, transportation and transmission, and (4) marketing

and distribution.

First to be considered -U the category of prodUCtion and ex-

ploration. Technical support Jobe in this category include three types:

(1) engineering, (2) geological, and (3) geophysical.
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Engineering Support includes drafting, corrosion engineering,

petrOleum engineering, and regulatory affairs, such as keeping

records, data processing, measuring, production of testing,

electric log analysis, environmental technology, location sur-

veying, and well wbrkover.

The second type. of technical support is geological. Within

this category are manpower needs for drafting, map making, core

analysis, sample study, record analysis, reservoir evaluation

and computer analysts.

A third type of technical support within production and ex-

ploration is that support offered by technicians to geophysicists.

Such support includes drafting, data processing and computer

analysis, and record maintenance.

In essence, what-is said is that many jobs are available for

tethnttians'to-provide-support to engineers, geologists,'and

physicists involved in energy production and exploration.

Then, there are vast manpower needs in operations within

prodUction and exploration. Roustabouts are needed for doing

general labor outside of drilling operations. Roughnecks are

needed to do general labor within the drilling operations.

Other areas of service include pumper operator and maintenance

operators who handle well testing, preventative maintenance,

goverbment reporting, gauging, and product.control. Furthermore,

personnel are required for material management, procurement, and

-4



handling, such as these persons who handle supplies and materials

in warehouses. Included in operations- are field operating tech-

nicians who-supervise operations at well sites, such as drilling,

-.workover, and-oil and gas well analysis.

Thr second major category of the petroleum industry is refining.

This category comprises jobs in technical support, operations, and

maintenance.

Technical support for refining calls for lab assistants,

draftsmen fcr design and piping, and personnel in record main-

tenance. Operations requires process operators who are designated

to operate refining units. while Maintenance incorporates pipe-.

fitters, instrument technicians, metal trades, pneumatics, and

electricians.

A third significant category of the petroleum industry is

_ .

transportation and transmission. The three sub areas involved -in

this category are technical support, operations, and construction.

Technical support required for effective transportation and

transmission of petroleum includes quality control analysis,

record keeping, measurement and metering. Operations will entail

operators for pipeline pumping, compressors, maintenance repair,

and corrosion control. Construction will necessitate many workers

to lay new pipe lines, build new facilities, inspect construction,

weld, operate heavy equipment, etc. Considerable money will be

invested within the next 10 years- for such construction.



The last major category of the petroleum industry which will

require manpower for technical jobs is marketing and distribution.

Since petroleum is.an extremely marketable commodity, obviously,

manpower needs within marketing and distribution will continue to

exist. Jobbers, wholesalers, distributors, and salespersons will

be much in demand.

Perhaps a few words should be said about the emerging areas.

within the industry which will increase manpower needs. These

areas involve shale oil extraction, tar sands, synthetic natural

gas, coal gasification, geothermal, biodegradation, LNG (liquified

natural gas), and extraction of gas from hot brine.

Training needs for t e future ih pdtroleum will be. affected

by several factors. One juch factor which will have considerable

effect on training needs s the demand over supply relationship.

For example, pipeline con truction will-see more money invested'

within the next 10 years than invested from the beginning to the

present. In Addition,. it has been indicated earlier that 2-year

colleges are prodOcing less than 10% of the petroleum technicians

needed.

An additional factor which will influence petroleum training

needs. in the future is the exportation of American-training and

technicians to foreign operations such as China and-Mexico..

Qualified Personnel will be mandatory in order to make this ex-

portation,process effective and feasible. It will, nonetheless,

- 6
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require additional manpower.

Advanced fossil fuel technology 1., another factor which will

very likely affect training needs. This will move more workers

into'other regions leaving personnel gaps behind'which will have

to be filled by new personnel.

A final factor is the development of petroleum along the

Eastern Seaboard. It is difficult to determine whether this de-

velopment will result in new jobs and increased manpower needs, or

if\it will simply involve the movement of old jobs to the Eastern

Seaboard. It is logi al to assume that some new jobs will occur,
43'

but only time will. re eal to what extent

As manpower needs`', will be increasing for the industry, so.

will,be,the salaries with the changes in the economy. Salary rangeS

for a production technician are from $1,000 to $1,100 a. month.

Hourly'wages for a refining technician range fro6 $9 to $10, while

the monthly salary could range from $1,000 up toas high as $1,350.

The general outlook forwages is indeed encouraging to the. prospective

trained technician.

In the area of production, it is predicted that offshore jobs

available to 2-year graduates will approximate 800 per-year over

the next two years. Onshore jobs, related to 2-year graduates will

approximate 600 over the next two years.

,In the area of service and construction, a one-to-one tech-

nician relationship is assumed between service and construction



technicians and production and drilling technicians. This would

mean that 2,400 jobs appropriate to 2-year graduates will exist
7

in the service. and construction aspects of the industry.

In the areas of refining and petrochemical, transportation,

marketing and storage, no major increase in personnel is expected:

The manpower need will be for replacement personnel only.

Throughout the industry it appears that there will be a need

fOrincreased technical support personnel in the area of complying

with new regulations. No projections _ e available as to the

number of personnel needed to fill these emerging,positions.

1iere is a demonstrated need for 2-year graduates. It is equally

apparent that'2-Year colleges are not producinzthe*npower needed

by the industry: In 1976, there were 146 graduates nation-wide.

In 1979, it is projected,that approximately 175 to 200 graduates

Will be available for employment.

SKILLSREPIDRED

Due to the diversity of positions within the petroleum industry,

it is impossible to come up with a common set of skills that would

be -required for these various positions. Each position has its

own special combination of skills that are necessary for the

technician to work effectively within that particulr position.

There, does, however, seem to be some commonality of knowledge re-

quired for technicians who are preparing to work as engineering,

and technical support personnel. One of the most obvious skills



necessary for engineering and technical support is that of

mathematics: Although some personnel working in data collection

and measurement nay be able to perform effectively with a:back-

groundhihtechnical mathematics, most support personnel should

have mathematics through college algebra'and-trigonometry.,,

The petroleum-industry relies heavily on the physical sciences.

ersons expecting. to find employment as engineering. and technical

Supporttechnicians should have a strong baCkground in basic

chemistry; physital and structural geology, specifically related

to petroleum production, and an understanding of phySics-including
A

electricity, mechanics, 'heat-and hydraulics.

Being able to communicate and transmit data, as mall as in

rmatfon, is one of the most necessary skills of a pet-oleum

technician. Without the ability to communicate both orally and

in writing, a technician is of limited valuie. The technician's

communication skill should also include the ability to present and

interpret information graphically, and he/she should have the ability

to do engineering drawing. A third common skill required within the

industry is that of human relations. The_ echnician will be working,

with people as well as with data and-information. He should under-

stand the management and supervision process and should have an

appreciation for the important factors that affect the quality of

work life. In addition, he should have a basic understandirig of
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management .and labor relations.

A technician must also understand the industry in which he

proposes to work. He must understand the. nature of the industry-

1'

terms_of its Oroblemt, its' opportunities, its history and-the

terminology-used Within the industry. It is therefore important

that the student have exposure to the industry not only in the

classroom, but also with 'hands on' experiehce within the indOstrY.

Internships and co-op-educational experiences are especially valuable.

In additimto the general'skills enumerated above, the tech-
/

nician Should have specific skills. related to his area of special-

ilatiOn. This may include areas such as drilling-fluids, drilling

technolOgy,well logging, well completion, refining methods, reservoir,

engineering, basic civil engineering, or - surveying.-

Ifs should be recognized that the skills of the petroleum tech

niciah are' never. complete, As the sophistication of the technology

of the petroleum industry increases, it becomes imperative that the

technician keep himself up-to-date:ihd continually expand his technical

expertise. For-this reason it is also _imperative that an adVisory

committee from industry work closely with curriculum development

and changes at pre-service training institutions.

SOURCE OF WORKERS

'fraditiOnally, manpower has been trained by the petroleum in-
,

dustry by emplojting workers at entry level occupations requiring

,general,-.labor. ,Those that have/demOnstrated aptitude and effective7

ness have been promoted from. one level-to another. This upward

- 1 0 -



mobility. attern has sometimes been organized, such as labor- sponsored

apprenticeship programS, and at other times has been'an unplanned up-'

grading developMent. Persons entering the petroleum industry were

friends, relatives, and acquaintances of persons already in-the

petroleum work force. The majority of workers-came from the labor

Supply in the giographiCal area where thektroleum activity. was

taking place. With the increasing technical demands there emerged

a need for technical assistance to engineers,' geologists and geo-

p sicists. Persons employed to fill this-need have come from
'A. .

students who dropped out prior to obtaining ,their 4 -year degree,

yet who had some of the skills requiredofjhesp_support personnel;

In-many-instances graduatesof 4-yeir engineering schools wpre

employed to fill positions that more appropriately would-beAe---

fined as an -engineering assistant or r-a-tichnician's.posttion.

Within the last TO years, 27year-post_seCondarychools have

been initiatit4 programs to-train personnel,for the engineering

technician and general labor type positions. Production of-graduates

from these programs have not been adequate to meet the need; therefore,

the traditional methods: have apparently been followed in *Plying'

manpower personnel to the.petroleum industry.

The traditional employment patternS have. served to fill the.

:available p9sitions with white males. There is an apparent need for

an=:4nfusion of Women and minorities into the petroleum work force. .

7'kcireer in the petroleum field is indeed.. an excellentchoic- for

11 -
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women and minorities. However, the programs which have been

established to date.have had only limited\success in recruiting,

_either women or minorities into training programs' designed to

prepare.theth for the Petroleum-industry.

'TYPE OF EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS AVAILABLE

The employment system and the increased technology have

.both served,tanecessitate the training of new hires and up-

grading and promotion of those already employed., Much of this.

training'llas been conducted by professional assoctations.- The

American Petroleum Institute, the American.. Gas Association, the

Society-of Petroleum -Engineers', the American Landmen Association,

and the Edison Electric Institute have all been active in pro-

viding eduCation and training progrems.within their-respective

spheres of influence. Some of these associations publish catalogs

of the programs which they offerrW Ates andelocations publicized

well in advance of the offering.

EchiCational institutions reflect a.diversity of approach

as to- the kind -..of training provided; Some institutions offer a

broad generalized program, while-others provide very narrow and

specialized,offerings. They also range from'12 Weeks non-Credit

certifiCate-courses funded by CETkto 2-year, associate, degrees`

with ,most, if not of the credit teing ttansferable-toward a

\ ,

4-year degree for those who are inclined to pursUe the-bachelr or's

\

degree. Vstudy pubifihed in July of 1976, conducted by UN,..-JOhn

tOggettrevealed.that petroleum technology programs expandhd

- 12 -



rapidly from 1970,to 1976. Twelve colleges reported laexisting

petroleum. echnology programs; 9 additional colleges were reported

to be planning llnew petroletim technology programs.

It appears that industry and education are making an effort_

to cooperate in the development of trained manpower for- the in-

dustry. One area.is that Of co4ip.training in which students may

spend. part of the day in the,classroom and the remainder ,of the

day with 'hands on' experience on- the -job to supplement the

academic training.. Also, internships of, students who may attend

an educational institution,ln a petroleum training program one,

ytar, and then spend the summer with actual en-the-job experience

before returning for the sec*. ytar of academic training is

another example of industry-education-cooperatiOn.

Another area of operation between education and industry

reflected by the "ProfeSsor AWarenessA3rogram" in which industry

=

offers jobs-to college. teachers for a short term (one year or less

to expose hirktocurrent research, procedures and development in

which industry is involved. A third,area of cooperation is that

, .

of advisory councils being provided to college: programt. These

Advisory councils are typically-composed of Industrial and

fessional and labor reoreSentatfves who have an interest in helping

to determine the specific. training needs, and establishing the

guidelines.for course content and curriculum direction. These

councils serve to keep the college educational, program in line

With the needs of the industry,/and serves as a link between the-
.

1
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educational institution and industry so that industry is aware of

the competence of the graduateS..

Apprentideship,programs of both industry and labor also serve

as a significant.training:effort conducted by the petroleum industry.

Apprenticeship programs are the common preparation, for those - who .are

to work in the refining and construction areas ofthe industry

Unit operators, control technicians, pipefitters, welders; heavy

machine operators are some of the positions that are normally filled

by'the,appranticeshiO:procedure.

RECOMMENDATIONS

A series of recommendations that are considered important in

the developMent of trained manpower to meet the needs. of the petre-

ihdustry have been developed., They are as follows:

7-1.- That more. women and minorities be recruited into training

programs, preparing technical support personnel and general labor.

This may be achieved through-the-use of scholarships and support

for recruiting programs by both the Department,of Energy and in-

dustrial companieS.

That Upgrading and in-service courses and prograMs offered

by colleges and .organizations such as the American Gas Association,

the - American Petroleum -Instituteand Society of Petroleum Engineers

be publicized, and that petroleum. companies encourage' their employees

to take advantage of these opportunities to expand and update

technical skills.

is
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That post secondary -year institutions produce more

technical graduates.

4. That there be a few strong programs designed to train

~technicians that re large enough to offer speciality courses

rather than numerous small-Programs that 'are limited to general

offerings. :Federal grants could be established to support certain_

identified pro rams to-ensure that specialty courses are included

in the curriculum.

5. That.no programs be started on the North-Atlantic coast

since the exploration and development plans of -the offshore ()per-

. ation are so-indefinite. However, this potential should be

monitored closely-so that if a major development takes pl ace, one

or two.programt could be initiated in the Northeast-.

6. That colleges who are operating petroleum technology

programs remain in close touch with industry andlabor through.

Personal contact and advisory committeeS to ensure the relevance

and_ effectiveness of the.training program-
;

.7. That the.Department of Transportation review the require-

ment for truck drivers to be 21 years.of age. Those people who

are in a training program, or who have
\

completed a training.

program preparing them for an occupat on in the energy field'

that requires that they drive a truck s a minor.part of their

`duties should be exempted from this re olation, This recommend=

ation specifically .impaCts'upon service companies doihg well

logging, well cementing and othesimilar functions.

- 15
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.8. That safety and governmental regulations be included in

training programs.

.9. That students who are training for positions in the

-petroleum industry'be counseled:that they must be.mobile and be

Wiling to relocate their families as the job demands..

10. That manpower requirements'An emerging technologies in

fields such as; shale extraction, tar sands, soot cqic

coal gasification, geothermal, biodeg adaticin a +° '1(.1uff-i natural

gas be monitored and ,-that appropriate

developed as they emerge.

.th= a needs be


